ERRATA

Page 31
In the two last lines: ”yielded 80% specificity and 70% sensitivity in the ADHD group and 76% sensitivity in the other psychiatric disorders group” should read: “yielded 80% sensitivity and 70% specificity in the ADHD group and 76% specificity in the other psychiatric disorders group”.

Page 38
Line 1: “limitations is the assessment”, should read “limitations in the assessment”

Paragraph 4, line 5: “A combination of two criteria, either two or more three-point scores or a total score > 12 provided an even higher sensitivity to the test;” should read: “A combination of the two criteria: both two or more three point scores in different subdomains and a total score > 12 provided a higher specificity while maintaining a high sensitivity;”

References
Reference 12 should read:

In Paper IV
Page 9, Table 5. Legend: 5p < 0.001 should be 4p < 0.001.